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Abstract: Current environmental policies for the aviation sector motivate the use of cleaner propulsion
alternatives in order to reduce their CO2 footprint and noise pollution in the coming years. In this
context, hybrid propulsion systems have emerged as a potential solution, as they have demonstrated
a good trade-off between performance and low pollutant emissions. The present work carries
out a comparison between parallel and series hybrid propulsion systems using heterogeneous
and homogeneous distributed propulsion architectures. In order to highlight the opportunities of
distributed propulsion systems and validate the methodology developed, a single propulsion hybrid
configuration is used as baseline case for this study. For the propulsion system sizing, this work uses
a parametric modelling tool, which includes a constraint analysis coupled with a weight estimation
module to determine suitable configurations for a environmental monitoring mission. The latter
module includes semi-empirical correlations to size the electric and mechanical components for each
propulsion setup. From the results, it has been found that for the representative case of monitoring in
the Galapagos Islands, which requires an endurance of approximate 7 h, the parallel hybrid system
using three distributed propulsors presents the best performance features in terms of fuel savings,
showing a 34% reduction compared with the baseline case. To summarize, the main contribution of
this study lies on the development of a methodology to set potential hybrid distributed propulsion
configurations for UAVs aimed for determined monitoring missions.

Keywords: hybrid propulsion; unmanned areal vehicles; distributed propulsion; aircraft design

1. Introduction

During the last decade, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have been used for different
civil applications, such as ecosystem monitoring, marine patterns surveillance, and search–
rescue missions [1,2], among others. Nevertheless, the growing demand for these aviation
sectors has led to an increase in fuel consumption and pollutant gas emissions. In this
context, the NASA N+3 goals were proposed in 2011 to reduce the fuel burn, noise, and
emission of aircraft by 2035 [3].

New hybrid propulsion technologies are being developed to tackle the above, as
they combine the advantages of combustion propulsion systems (high energy density)
and the low pollution footprint of electric UAVs [4]. As hybrid systems incorporate
many technologies, several design methods are being developed and proposed. In 2010,
Hiserote [5] performed an analysis of parallel hybrid-electric propulsion system designs for
small UAVs. The study compared three different parallel hybrid-electric system designs,
each with three unique battery discharging profiles using a constrained static formulation
based on traditional aircraft designs, which shows it is possible to achieve up to 40%
fuel saving compared to conventional systems using a clutch configuration. In 2015,
Friedrich [6] proposed a design and sizing process for a hybrid-electric propulsion, using
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experimental data from the ICE and EM linked with PC software packages, which shows
that a 210 MTOM single seat prototype aircraft can achieve a fuel saving of 37%. Two
years later, Cinar [7] developed a methodology for the sizing and synthesis of hybrid
power generation and distribution subsystems using Pacelab and SysArc to create a system
architecture design tool to evaluate the impact of different propulsion architectures by
changing the characteristics of the subsystem at the aircraft and mission requirements. In
2018, Finger and Braun [8] presented a methodology for sizing hybrid-electric aircraft in
series and in parallel using a mission performance analysis that incorporates the degree of
hybridization in the constraint analysis. The results showed that series hybrid aircraft will
always be outperformed by parallel hybrids, if aerodynamic benefits or other integration
benefits are not employed. The same year, Xie [9] presented modeling and control of a
parallel hybrid-electric propulsion system for UAVs, dividing the power train into two
power trains where an engine model was built to predict the dynamics between throttle
request and the resulting output. Subsequently, a rules-based controller was designed to
achieve the best fuel consumption by regulating the engine to run around its ideal operating
line. In 2019, researchers from Delft University [10] presented a preliminary sizing method
suitable for the conceptual design of hybrid-electric aircraft, which uses the power train
architecture and the associated propulsion air-frame integration effects by modifying the
flight performance. The same year, Rohacs [11] introduced a new methodology for electric
and hybrid aircraft, which introduces the analyses of energy fraction of flight mission stages
into the conceptual design and the implementation of hybridization factor and power split
on the conventional concept design methodology. Due to the lack of available validation
data, Finger [12] performed a comparison of the Finger and Delft size models, using a
19-seat commuter as baseline. The results show that the MTOM and energy efficiency
using the aforementioned models are predicted with a difference of approximately 2%
and 5%. Furthermore, hybrid propulsion systems are easily combined with other new
technologies, such as distributed propulsion, which increases the performance of the
aircraft [13–15]. However, this versatility comes with the complexity of defining the proper
hybrid architecture for a determined mission profile (see Figure 1).

As previously described, there are several studies on hybrid power trains, most of
them based on predefined hybrid air-frames, focusing their implementation for general
aviation. As the selection of which hybrid system is suitable relies heavily on the application,
this study centers its analysis on exploring distributed propulsion technologies in hybrid
systems for ecosystem monitoring [8,16,17]. The case of study, where there are important
synergies for hybrid systems, is the Galapagos Islands. There, previous work has shown the
necessity of having high autonomy low pollution aircraft for monitoring [18]. This previous
work shows the sizing of a series hybrid propulsion system, using the model proposed, to
monitor Galapagos Islands and compare the use of two and four stroke engines for single
propulsion systems. The results describe an improvement of fuel consumption compared
to conventional propulsion system whilst maintaining a lower MTOM and lower wing
span (however higher than conventional platforms). In this context, the objective of this
research is to explore the potential benefits of different hybrid-electric propulsion systems
integrating homogeneous and heterogeneous distributed propulsion designs to perform
monitoring missions in protected environmental areas.

Hybrid Architectures

Series:
In these systems, the electric motor (EM) provides the entire power or thrust required
by the UAV. The ICE works as a motor-generator which provides power to the electric
propulsion system, as shown in Figure 1a.

Pros:

• Simplicity of the powertrain control.
• Lower specific fuel consumption compared to conventional powertrain.
• Good performance at low flight speeds [19].
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• Optimal operation of the ICE regardless of the operational regime [14].
• Great synergy with distributed propulsion.

Cons:

• Higher MTOM due to the use of a generator.
• Energy losses as the ICE mechanical energy is transformed into electric energy.
• Higher fuel consumption than parallel powertrain.

Parallel:
These systems add the thrust or power generated by the ICE and the EM to propel the

aircraft. Depending on how the power from both sources is managed, it is possible to obtain
different configurations, as shown in Figure 1b (Single Propulsion) and Figure 1c (DP).

Pros:

• Optimal overall propulsion system performance.
• Full ICE power is available in case of failure of the electric components and regardless

of the battery status [15].
• High energy efficiency in steady conditions [16].
• Lower fuel consumption than conventional powertrain [8].
• Great synergy with non homogeneous distributed propulsion [20] (see Figure 1c).

Cons:

• Complex powertrain controllers.
• In some cases, a mechanical coupler is needed (see Figure 1b).
• Higher complexity of distributed propulsion implementation than series powertrain.
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Figure 1. Hybrid-electric configurations. (a) Series; (b) Parallel 1; (c) Parallel 2.

2. Methodology

The present study focuses on the comparison between series and parallel hybrid
propulsion systems for MALE UAV using distributed and single propulsion to perform
missions on endangered environmental areas. The case study, or mission, proposed is
located on the Galapagos Islands. In each case, the UAV was designed to operate between
600 and 2000 m.a.s.l. and at a maximum cruise velocity of 35 m/s. For the design process,
the study uses a constraint analysis coupled with a weight estimation tool to determine the
design and hybridization points. The weight estimation tool uses a benchmarking analysis
of two engines to size the ICE. The benefits of using each configuration are presented at
the end with the optimum configuration of each distributed propulsion case of study and
compared with a single propulsion baseline that fulfills the mission requirements. Then, a
performance comparison between the parallel and series configurations is performed.
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2.1. Design Requirements: Mission Analysis

One of the goals of the study is to determine the suitability of using hybrid propulsion
systems to monitor endangered areas. Thereby, a mission on the Galapagos Islands was
proposed due to the unique wildlife and flora on the islands. At present, the Galapagos
Islands suffer from species invasions, modification of natural habitats, and illegal fishing, in
addition to other problems related to tourism [21,22]. For these reasons, authorities have de-
clared that 97% of the territory must be protected, which represents around 133,000 square
kilometers. The aforementioned issues have led to the necessity of an eco-friendly monitor-
ing system which can cover a significant area of the Galapagos Islands [23].

The monitoring areas and routes shown in Figure 2 are points of ecological interest,
which are considered by this study based on problems in the Galapagos Islands. Based on
the latter, the mission profiles need to perform between 3 and 10 h [24–26]. In addition,
to avoid damaging endemic birds of the zone, the cruise altitude is set between 600 and
2000 m [24,26]. It must be mentioned that the study upper limit of altitude and cruise
speed is set based on the resolution of the imagery and radar specifications selected for the
mission. A further explanation of the payload components is presented in reference [18].
To summarize, the mission operating requirements are presented in Table 1.

Figure 2. Galapagos Islands missions profiles.

Table 1. Mission operating requirements.

Parameter Min. Value Max. Value

Cruise altitude (m) 600 2000
Take-off runaway (m) 110 150
Endurance (hours) 3 10
Cruise speed (m/s) 20 40
Payload (Kg) 32 40

• Cameras (Kg) 2 3
• Radar (Kg) 16 20
• Lidar (Kg) 2 3
• Others (Kg) * 12 14

* The section others includes: Gimbals, antenna, sensors, and data processing and storage which are needed for
long missions.

2.2. Framework of Analysis

Figure 3 presents the road map used for the methodology proposed. The methodology
combines a conceptual design tool with a weight estimation tool. The first involves a
variation of a constraint analysis adapted on hybrid systems to define the design space and
hybrid points. The second tool focuses on sizing the different components of the propulsion
system using semi-empirical correlations and a benchmarking analysis of commercial
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engines. Through these two tools, a preliminary propulsion system design is established
to assess the performance of the hybrid cycle. As mentioned in a previous work [18], the
methodology used the FH approach with some modifications. However, the introduction
of hybrid point is not a new concept [8,11]; in the proposed method, the HP is coupled with
the number of propellers to split the power require for each system (ICE or EM) and then
uses bench marking analysis to calculate the ICE and battery mass, as will be discussed in
Section 2.2.2. In addition, the weight estimation module performs a double check of the
sized components by calculating the fuel mass not only with the energy required, but also
with the power required and endurance in each flight phase and comparing them.

Figure 3. Proposed Methodology.

The study uses a blended wing body (BWB) airframe similar to the Boeing X48 model
as a BWB design provides advantages in structural, aerodynamic, and operating efficiencies
for the aircraft. The baseline airframe, Boeing X48, was sized for a typical 3000 m cruise
mission with a maximum take-off mass of 227 Kg, a wingspan of 6.3 m, and wing area of
9.3 square-meters. A graphical representation of the airframe is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Blended wing body: baseline model.

2.2.1. Conceptual Design of the Hybrid-Electric UAV

In this stage, preliminary hybrid configurations are obtained using the top level
requirements and parametric models. First, a constraint analysis was used to define
the design space. Then, the hybridization points were calculated to start the propulsion
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system sizing. The propulsion system sizing uses a weight analysis with semi-empirical
correlations to estimate each element of the system. Subsequently, the most suitable
configurations that fulfill the design requirements and initial mass estimation are presented.

Constraint Analysis

The design space was analyzed regarding the power-to-weight ratio (P/W) and wing-
loading (W/S). A matching diagram was developed using the top design requirements set
presented in Table 2, including stall speed (Vs), cruise speed (Vc), cruise altitude (Hc), rate
of climb (ROC), take-off runaway (STO), and some aerodynamic parameters. The study
only considered three flight stages for the constraint analysis, the take-off, rate of climb,
and the cruise and the mission schema presented in Figure 5. The design constraints used
are based on Sadraey [27], where the reader can find the derivations of these equations.

Figure 5. Design Mission.

Table 2. General Data and Top Level Requirements.

Requirements Aerodynamics

Stall Speed (m/s) 15 Efficiency Factor, e 0.8
Cruise Speed (m/s) 35 CLmax 1.63
Max. Cruise Altitude (m) 2000 CDo 0.015
Rate of Climb (m/s) 4.5 Aspect Ratio, AR 4.15
Take-off Runway (m) 110

Degree of Hybridization

In this study, the degree of hybridization (Hybrid point) indicates the ratio of the
installed conventional propulsion system (ICE power) and the installed maximum propul-
sion. For hybrid parallel propulsion systems, the maximum installed power is the addition
of the electric and the conventional system. On the other hand, for the series hybrid propul-
sion systems, the EM generates all the power or thrust required by the UAV so the EM
power installed is the maximum installed power. Regarding distributed propulsion in both
configurations, the study only considers the use of one ICE. Equation (1) is used to obtain
the degree of hybridization.

HP =
PICEmax

Pmax
(1)

As shown in Figure 6, HP indicates the hybridization point which represents how
much P/W supplied by the ICE of the total P/W required. In the case of parallel config-
urations, the rest of the P/W to fulfill the requirements of each flight stage is supplied
by EM. In the case of series configurations, the rest of the P/W to fulfill the energy EM
requirements of each flight stage is supplied by the battery pack.
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Figure 6. Conceptual Design Methodology: Hybrid Series Constrain Analysis.

2.2.2. Preliminary Weight Analysis of the Hybrid-Electric UAV

This section presents the considerations used for sizing the different components of the
propulsion systems. For this aim, each component is selected, and their technical features
are set, with the aim of reducing costs and mass while maintaining a good performance. For
all the cases of study, the components sized were the internal combustion engine, fuel tank,
battery pack, and electric motor(s). In addition, for series configurations cases, a generator
is added, and for parallel configuration cases with single propulsion, a mechanical coupler
is added.

Electric motor and Generator

Regarding the efficiency and weight of Brushless out-runner DC electric motors, these
were considered to the study. In addition, these electric motors offer a higher torque at
low RPM speeds [28]. Hence, EM and generator were sized using semi-empirical models.
A wide variety of models for sizing electric motors can be used in this step; the model
is presented in Equation (2) [29] and its range of application is between 2 and 300 KW
of power.

MEM = a + b · PEM
c (2)

where MEM is the EM mass (Kg); PEM is the output EM power required (KW); and a, b, and
c stand for coefficients of the power-weight fitting curve with the values of −2.354, 1.609,
and 0.6693, respectively.

Battery Package

The electric module controls the flight mission and supplies energy to the electric
motor; for that reason, the battery pack has to fulfill both energy requirements [30,31].
Hence, a large number of batteries have been developed for their use in aeronautics, such as
Li-Po, Li-ion, LiFePO4, NiCd, and NiMH. Nevertheless, the low energy density of batteries
manufactured with current technology constraints the endurance of an aircraft [32]. In
contrast, fuel energy density allows to set longer endurance missions by reducing the
overall energy carrier UAV weight. In this context, hybrid propulsion systems are used to
reduce the battery pack size while increasing the aircraft endurance [33].

However, the battery pack is still an important part of the hybrid propulsion system,
as the fuel consumption reduces due to the energy it provides to the propulsion system.
Thereby, the battery pack for each configuration was determined using the correlations of
Li-Po batteries presented in ref. [34] (see Equation (3)), implementing a 27 series arrange
which provides 100 V, and a cell capacity of 2600 mAh with an energy density of 175 Wh/kg.

MCell = A · Ccell
B (3)

where MCell is the cell mass (g); CCell is the cell capacity (Ah) and A and B stand for
coefficients for unitary cell weight with the values of 0.0446 and 0.9273, respectively.

Mbatt = #cells · Mcell (4)
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where Mbat is the battery mass and #cells is number of cells.

#cells =
Ebatt
Ecell

(5)

where Mbat is the battery mass and #cells is the number of cells.

Power Converter

Most of power in aircraft is supplied by internal converters, therefore this research used
the power density to estimate the mass of the converter. The power converter employed
in this work is a DC–DC converter as batteries and generators were considered to operate
with DC power [35].

Mpower−converter = 0.17
kg

KW
Ebatt
Ecell

(6)

where Mbat is the battery mass and #cells is the number of cells.

ICE Selection

A wide variety of ICE have been used in aviation over time due to their long en-
durance operation and high power or thrust generated per fuel mass consumption [29,36].
Nowadays, the most common ICE manufactured and employed in aircraft are piston-prop,
turbo-shaft, turboprop, turbofan, turbojet, and ramjet [36,37]. Nevertheless, gas turbines
are expensive and do not perform well at low cruise speeds. For these reasons, the study
considered the piston-prop engines owing to its easy purchase, low purchase maintenance
costs, and easy assembly.

• ICE performance: In order to obtain more accurate results due to the ICE performance
decrease with the increase in the operation altitude, the Gagg and Ferrar equation,
which is used for engines driving a constant-speed propeller, was employed to deter-
mine the engine’s power fall-off as a function of density [38,39].

• Benchmarking analysis: The study considered an Otto’s cycle ICE of two strokes.
These types of ICE have high power density, low weight, low costs, compact dimen-
sions, high efficiency, and great reliability, which are the key factors in designing and
sizing propulsion systems [40]. In this context, the model used to size the propulsion
system is based on a semi-empirical model presented in ref. [34] (see Equation (7))
and consists of an empirical correlation based on a database of 114 two stroke engines.

MICE = A · PICE
B (7)

where MICE is the ICE mass (Kg), PICE is the output ICE power required (W), and A and B
stand for coefficients of ICE engines weight presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Weight of ICE engines, regression coefficients.

A B R2 n

Two stroke 0.0003 1.0530 0.8959 114

Empty Weight Fraction

The empty weight fraction can be estimated statistically from historical trends. The
empty weight can be calculated using the next equation and includes the mechanical
transmission.

Mempty

MTOM
= a · MTOMc (8)

where Mempty is the empty mass (Kg) and a and c stand for coefficients of empty weight
fraction with the values of 0.96 and −0.06, respectively [41].
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2.2.3. Mission Energy Consumption Schedule

The energy carrier can be determined by estimating the energy demand (aerodynamic
drag, kinetic energy, and potential energy) from each flight phase. The energy carrier was
estimated using Equation (9) and the time and velocity varies depending on the flight
phase. For example, in the cruise stage, only aero-drag energy is considered, and the time is
equal to the endurance. The study does not consider the energy demand of the taxi phase.

∆E =
MTOM · g · v

L
D

· ∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆EAero.Drag

+
MTOM · ∆v2

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆EKinetic

+MTOM · g · RoC · ∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆EPotential

(9)

Fuel Consumption

The fuel consumption is obtained using the energy carrier, hybrid point, and specific
fuel consumption (SFC) for each flight phase and then compared with the fuel obtained by
the power required, time, hybrid point, and SFC in each phase to check the results.

M f uel = E · HP · SFC (10)

M∗
f uel = PICE · ∆t · SFC (11)

2.2.4. Propulsion Schemes

The study considered the use of one and three propellers for each hybrid configuration.
For this aim, two distributed propulsion hybrid configurations (series and parallel) are
proposed using the single propulsion hybrid configuration as baseline, see Figure 7a.
Moreover, the study used homogeneous distributed propulsion (all propellers were the
same size) for series hybrid systems, see Figure 7b. The architecture of series systems allows
us to divide the thrust equally over small propellers because the ICE only operates as a
generator. On the other hand, parallel systems use heterogeneous distributed propulsion
(a central propeller of a different size to the lateral propellers, which are the same size),
see Figure 7c, where the ICE drives the main propeller while the electric motors drive the
secondary propellers.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Propulsion Analysis. (a) Single propulsion; (b) Homogeneous Distributed Propulsion;
(c) Heterogeneous Distributed Propulsion.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the distributed propulsion hybrid configurations are studied using the
single propulsion hybrid configuration as baseline. Furthermore, a comparison between
series and parallel hybrid systems with homogeneous and heterogeneous distributed
propulsion, respectively, is analyzed to determine the suitability of implementing hybrid
systems in environmental monitoring missions. Each configuration presented is defined to
fulfill a monitoring mission for applications at different altitudes (600 m and 2000 m).

3.1. Baseline Reference Model

The methodology proposed in reference [8] is used to verify the model employed to
size hybrid propulsion systems on this research. The FH Aachen method has been used for
several studies [15,42] and sensitivity studies [12]. The mission specification and top-level
design requirements for the validation are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Mission and performance requirements.

Requirements Aerodynamics

Stall Speed (m/s) 25 Efficiency Factor, e 0.8
Cruise Speed (m/s) 55 CLmax 2
Max. Cruise Altitude (m) 1500 CDo 0.027
Rate of Climb (m/s) 4.5 Aspect Ratio, AR 8
Take-off Runway (m) 200

Table 5 shows the comparison of the sized aircraft using the proposed and FH Aachen
methods. The agreement between the two methods is good; nevertheless, some variations
are possible as the sizing models of the different components are not the same. The higher
variation is the observed in the internal combustion engine mass, as the proposed method
considers the ICE performance decrease due to operation altitude. The difference in MTOM
and fuel mass are less than 4% and 8%, respectively.

Table 5. Design variable comparison.

400 Km Mission

P-Hybrid S-Hybrid
Parameter FH Model U. Model Diff. (%) FH Model U. Model Diff. (%)

W/S (N/m²) 748 728.08 2.7% 748 708.92 5.2%
P/W (W/kg) 139.7 134.46 3.8% 139.7 131.50 5.9%
MTOM (kg) 677 637.94 5.8% 750 734.51 2.1%
MICE (kg) 36.9 37.48 1.6% 47.3 56.04 18.5%
MFuel (kg) 25.3 27.23 7.6% 32.3 33.74 4.5%
Sref (m²) 8.88 8.59 3.3% 9.84 10.16 3.3%

1350 Km Mission

P-Hybrid S-Hybrid
Parameter FH Model U. Model Diff. (%) FH Model U. Model Diff. (%)

W/S (N/m²) 750 758.73 1.2% 750 763.33 1.8%
P/W (W/kg) 140.2 139.18 0.7% 140.2 139.89 0.2%
MTOM (kg) 806 811.52 0.7% 940 910.41 3.1%
MICE (kg) 44 46.44 5.5% 59.2 64.90 9.6%
MFuel (kg) 82.1 86.41 5.2% 110.3 118.12 7.1%
Sref (m²) 10.54 10.49 0.5% 12.3 11.70 4.9%

Hybridization of mid-scale aircraft is not a new concept; nevertheless, to date, only a
few prototypes have been built using this innovative technology. This research employs
the parallel hybrid HEPA Geamex Soul developed by Cambridge University [6,43] and the
DA-36 E Star series hybrid aircraft design by Siemens and EADS [44,45] to compare the
proposed sizing method with real hybrid aircraft in addition to previews validation. Table 6,
the comparison of the proposed model to sized real aircraft, reveals a good agreement on the
design point and MTOM between real data and data obtained with the model. Furthermore,
the hybridization point presents the highest variation, which implies a greater variation of
the propulsion system. However, is important to note that the aircraft used in this section
employs a baseline air-frame which limits the propulsion system design as it is not possible
to alter the air-frame, while the proposed model does not present this limitation.
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Table 6. Real aircraft comparison.

P-Hybrid S-Hybrid
U Model HEPA Soul Diff (%) U Model Da36 e Star Diff (%)

WS (N/m2) 216 223.6 3.40% 462.95 476 2.74%
PW (W/kg) 79.22 85.1 6.91% 90.20 90.91 0.78%
HP (%) 47.27 40 18.18% 47.12 42.86 9.94%
MTOM (kg) 236.70 235 0.72% 778.89 770 1.15%
PICE (KW) 8.98 8 12.26% 32.86 30 9.53%
PEM (KW) 10.02 12 16.52% 69.74 70 0.37%
Sref (m2) 10.75 10.3 4.37% 16.50 15.85 4.11%
b (m) 11.44 11.2 2.17% 16.65 16 4.07%

3.2. Constraint Analysis

In Figure 8, the design space for each configuration is depicted for the proposed opera-
tion altitudes of 600 and 2000 m. In addition, the cruise velocity for each operating altitude
is set for the case of minimum drag and corresponds to 32 and 35 m/s for 600 and 2000 m,
respectively. The figure shows the effects of the operating conditions and constraints of Vs,
Vc, ROC, and STO on the design space. As expected, the analysis shows that the operation
altitude increases the power required in rate of climb and cruise phases. In addition, the
matching diagram is used to obtain the P/W, W/S, and degree of hybridization of each
configuration tested. For the sake of clarity, one of the configurations designed in the
diagram has been included.

Figure 8. Constraint Analysis Results.

Figure 9 presents the optimal design points of each configuration against the en-
durance. As expected, the results show that the wing and power loading increase with the
duration of endurance missions, which implies a growth of the power and energy demand.
Hence, the MTOM increases mainly by the augmentation of battery pack due to its low
energy density and the fuel mass. Regarding the number of propellers, the analysis shows
that in both parallel and series hybrid configurations with one propeller the design point
constantly increases until it reaches the stall speed constraint. On the other hand, by using
distributed propulsion with series hybrid configurations, the variation of the design points
presents an early increment until it stabilizes on a point near the stall speed constraint.
This behavior was found as the methodology used considers the implementation of the
battery pack only for take-off and rate of climb flight phases. Thereby, the design point
at bigger endurance stabilizes nearer to the stall speed constrain. Owing to fact that ICE
can provide the power required during cruise, at higher endurance the UAV starts to work
as fuel driven aircraft with an initial electric boost. The same phenomenon occurs in the
case of the hybrid parallel configuration with three propellers, which decreases from the
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maximum and then stabilizes. Moreover, the reduction in hybrid point at higher endurance
indicates that the propulsion system needs a bigger EM to the initial boost. The main
difference between series and parallel systems with distributed propulsion is how the ICE
power is used. As aforementioned, for series systems, the ICE only supplies energy for
the electric system, which makes a full fuel driven propulsion system impossible for these
configurations with the proposed methodology. As the resolution of the model used to
size the EM is not accurate enough for small EMs, which distort the results of parallel
hybrid systems with DP, no results before six and five hours for missions at 600 and 2000 m,
respectively, will be presented for low endurance missions. In addition, Figure 9a,b exhibit
the design points and endurance for the optimal hybrid configurations from the design
constrain analysis (lower hybridization points reduces weight of the propulsion system).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. Comparison of design point. (a) Design points at 600 m cruise mission; (b) Design points at
2000 m cruise mission; (c) Degree of hybridization 600 m; (d) Degree of hybridization 2000 m.

Another crucial parameter of the design space to be analyzed is the degree of hy-
bridization, because the size of each component of the propulsion system varies with
this variable. Figure 9c,d present the results of hybridization of each configuration. The
results show that the degree of hybridization decreases as the endurance demand increases
due to the change of the design point. In the case of series hybrid systems, the degree of
hybridization presents a similar trend for distributed and single propulsion with small
differences, being the hybridization degree for three propellers lower at shorter endurance
and higher at longer endurance missions, compared to single propulsion as the variation of
the aforementioned design point. The small variation of degree of hybridization between
single and distributed propulsion is observed for the reason that the aerodynamic model
used in the method is a basic model. Furthermore, single propulsion and distributed
series system present an optimal performance with a degree of hybridization of 24.27% at
9 h and 25.32% at 6 h for a mission at 600 m because the design points, W/S, and P/W,
are about to reach their upper limits, where MTOM and fuel consumption rate are best.
Regarding parallel hybrid systems, distributed propulsion systems present lower degrees
of hybridization than single propulsion. As aforementioned, the difference in the trend of
the degree of hybridization is due to the considerations of the methodology used of EM
and ICE. For DP parallel, the optimal point was selected where the EM model starts to
stabilize; as Figure 9c shows, the optimal degree of hybridization is 24.07% at 7.5 h and
600 m mission. Meanwhile, for parallel hybrid architecture with single propulsion, the
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optimum (27.07%) is reached at 10 hours for the mission at 600 m. In addition, the results
show that parallel hybrid configurations have a higher degree of hybridization compared
to series configurations at the same endurance, as the series hybrid design point reaches its
upper limit sooner.

3.3. Hybrid Configurations Performance

This section presents the comparison between parallel, series hybrid propulsion sys-
tem and conventional propulsion with one and three propellers. The results show that the
MTOM is lower in the parallel hybrid configurations compared with the series configura-
tions, as series configurations present higher power loading and need a generator which
increases the propulsion system mass. Regarding the fuel consumption, series hybrid
configurations have higher fuel consumption than parallel propulsion systems due to the
greater need for ICE and lower energy efficiency, due to the transformation of the mechani-
cal energy of the ICE into electrical energy. However, all the featured hybrid powertrains
have better fuel performance than conventional ones because, in these configurations, the
ICE always operates at its best thermal performance point.

In the case of the 600 m cruise mission (see Figure 10), all hybrid cases present a higher
MTOM than the conventional one. For series hybrid configurations, distributed propulsion
presents a lower MTOM and fuel consumption than single propulsion, as the degree of
hybridization is lower at short endurance, which decreases the size of the ICE and fuel and
presents a lower P/W at large endurance which reduces the mass of all propulsion systems.
In this context, series hybrid DP presents an optimum configuration, with a fuel saving
of 16.12% at six hours endurance, and with single propulsion presents 23.14% fuel saving
at 9 h mission compared to conventional powertrains. Regarding parallel hybrid systems,
the results show that distributed propulsion configurations perform better than single
propulsion for endurance less than 10 h due to the lower degree of hybridization. Near
the 10 hour mission, the fuel performance is almost the same because the power loading
of both architectures is equal. In this context, the results exhibit that using distributed
propulsion with parallel hybrid systems the optimum configuration is at 7.5 h mission
with 34.88% fuel saving, and with single propulsion it is possible to reach a fuel saving of
36.03% at 10 h endurance, as the configurations presented before show the best MTOM-
fuel consumption benefits.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Comparison between series, parallel hybrid, and conventional propulsion configurations
600 m. (a) MTOM vs. Endurance; (b) Fuel Mass vs. Endurance.

Moreover, Figure 11 presents the results of the thermal performance for a mission at
2000 m. The analysis shows that the series configurations with one and three propellers
present a similar MTOM and fuel consumption, because the power loading and degree
of hybridization difference between each configuration is low, which implies the use of
a similar ICE at a same endurance. In the case of series propulsion system, an optimal
configuration regarding MTOM and fuel consumption is reached at 7.5 h for distributed
propulsion system and 10 h for single propulsion with a fuel saving of 13.48% and 13.10%
compared to conventional propulsion systems. Regarding parallel configurations, it is
possible to see that the trend of MTOM using single and distributed is almost equal after
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missions of 6 h of endurance, as the point of design of distributed propulsion systems
decreases and the degree of hybridization increases near the same value of single propul-
sion architectures. In addition, comparing the fuel consumption, the parallel distributed
propulsion presents a slightly lower fuel requirement for missions before 8 h compared
to parallel single propulsion, due to the stabilization of the power loading of distributed
parallel configurations. Additionally, an optimum configuration of distributed and single
propulsion considering the MTOM and fuel consumption rate are reached at 8 and 10 h,
which represents a fuel saving of 41.37% and 51.11% respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Comparison between series, parallel hybrid, and conventional propulsion configurations
2000 m. (a) MTOM vs. Endurance; (b) Fuel Mass vs. Endurance.

To summarize, Table 7 presents the results of the optimal configurations of each
architecture. Results at 600 m cruise missions show that series system with one propeller
performs better at 9 h with a MTOM 16.91% heavier and fuel saving of 23.14% comparing to
conventional aircraft. Furthermore, in the case of series using three propellers, the overall
performance is optimum at a 6 h mission which is 22.17% heavier and uses 16.52% less
fuel. Regarding parallel architectures, using one propeller presents a better performance
above 10 h mission and using three propellers above 7 h, presenting a fuel saving of 36.03%
and 34.88% and a increase in MTOM of 5.33% and 5.57%, respectively, compared to fuel
driven architectures.

Table 7. Results of best configurations.

600 M 2000 M
One Propeller Three Propellers One Propeller Three Propellers

Parameter Units Series Parallel Series Parallel Series Parallel Series Parallel

Endurance hours 9 10 6 7.5 10 10 7.5 8
Power Loading W/Kg 96.46 92.14 94.09 97.15 97.80 94.80 97.47 93.92
Wing Loading N/m2 218.13 205.98 210.92 220.23 222.19 213.05 221.20 210.41
Hybridization % 24.27% 27.07% 25.32% 24.07% 30.43% 32.13% 31.30% 33.60%
MTOM increase % 16.91% 5.33% 22.17% 5.57% 22.87% 9.63% 21.75% 0.67%
Fuel saving % 23.14% 36.03% 16.12% 34.88% 13.10% 51.11% 13.48% 41.37%

4. Conclusions

In this study, a preliminary sizing tool for hybrid propulsion system is used to compare,
in detail, four aircraft concepts featuring novel technologies such as distributed homo-
geneous and no homogeneous propulsion. The proposed methodology was evaluated
comparing referenced FH Aachen methodology with a deviation of approximately 5% re-
garding power-loading and less than 6% for MTOM. The higher discrepancy was presented
in the ICE sizing, as the proposed method considers the ICE performance decrease due to
operation altitude.

The proposed method was used to test parallel and series propulsion systems, each
with one or three propellers. The results obtained show that the degree of hybridization
increases with the operating altitude as the proposed methodology adapted the ICE to its
best performance point in cruise.
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The results show that series hybrid powertrain is between 20% and 40% heavier than
using a conventional powertrain but consumes less fuel for the proposed missions. It is pos-
sible to obtain a fuel reduction in between 13% and 24% for single and distributed propulsion.

Furthermore, the implementation of a parallel hybrid powertrain is about 8% heavier
than a conventional power train. As the endurance increases, the difference in MTOM
decreases. In terms of fuel consumption, parallel configurations have better thermal per-
formance than conventional configurations for short missions. Depending on the mission
is possible to achieve between 30% and 50% fuel savings using single propulsion and
distributed propulsion. Due to the lack of baseline data from actual hybrid-electric aircraft,
it was not possible to validate the results obtained with experimental data, respectively.

Overall, the study showed that hybrid series and parallel MALE UAVs using single
and distributed propulsion can be a viable technology for monitoring environmentally
protected areas, as they enable significant fuel savings. However, further study involving a
more precise aerodynamic analysis is necessary before proceeding with the UAV design, as
fuel consumption is directly affected by aircraft performance. In addition, it is essential
to determine the best external aerodynamics characteristic for hybrid propulsion systems,
such as the design of nacelle, propeller, and shape of wings (morphed wings) that best fit
this innovative technology.
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Abbreviations

AR Aspect Ratio
BWB Blended Wing Body
EM Electric Motor
HC Cruise altitude
HP Hybrid point
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
Mbatt Batteries mass
MEM Electric motor mass
M f uselage Fuselage mass
M f uel Fuel mass
MGEN Generator mass
MICE Internal combustion engine mass
MTOM Maximum take-off mass
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Np Number of propellers
PEM Power electric motor
PICE Power internal combustion engine
P/W Power to weight ratio
ROC Rate of climb
SFC Specific fuel consumption
STO Take-off runaway
SW Wing reference Area
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
VC Cruise Speed
VS Stall Speed
W/S Wing loading
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